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SUMMARY

This study reports on the clinical profiles of herpes simplex encephalitis (HSE) case-patients and

the management of acyclovir prescriptions. We designed a study on the causes of encephalitis in

France in 2007. Case-patients fulfilling the inclusion criteria were enrolled in all the hospitals that

volunteered to participate. Fifty-five of 253 enrolled case-patients were diagnosed with HSE.

Three (5%) HSE patients died and 48 (89%) were discharged with persistent neurological

symptoms. All HSE patients were prescribed acyclovir, 10 of whom had a 2-week course ; 42 a

3-week course; two received incomplete courses ; and one received two courses of 21 days each

due to relapse. The acyclovir dosage was reported for 45 adult HSE patients, 25 (53%) of whom

received 10 mg/kg t.i.d. and 22 (47%) received 15 mg/kg t.i.d. The mortality rate was low despite

49% of patients being admitted to intensive-care units. A high dose of acyclovir was not

associated with a better outcome in HSE patients. Most patients had persisting symptoms on

discharge suggesting neuropsychological rehabilitation is an important issue for survivors.

Key words: Encephalitis, epidemiology, herpes simplex virus (HSV), infectious disease,

virology (human).

INTRODUCTION

Herpes simplex virus (HSV) is the most frequently

identified cause of acute infectious encephalitis world-

wide [1]. Herpes simplex encephalitis (HSE) presents

with a wide range of symptoms making clinical diag-

nosis difficult. The diagnosis relies on the detec-

tion of viral DNA in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) by a

highly sensitive (95–100%) and specific (94–100%)

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test [1, 2]. False-

negative PCR results have been observed during

the early course of HSE [3, 4], and after more than

10 days of disease evolution [4, 5].

Before the use of antiviral drugs, the case-fatality

ratio (CFR) was about 70% [vs. 50% with vidarabine

and 14–20% with acyclovir (ACV) treatment] and

most surviving patients had severe sequelae [1, 6–8].

ACV should be administered as early as possible, even

before the laboratory confirmation of the diagnosis,

as any delay might result in permanent cognitive

or physical impairment [9–11]. The usual course

of treatment is to give 10 mg/kg t.i.d. of ACV for

2 or 3 weeks [1, 9, 10]. However, the marketing
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recommendations of ACV stipulate a 10-day treat-

ment course in the case of HSE, but also state that the

duration of ACV ‘should be adapted to the condition

of the patient and response to treatment’. Despite

early treatment, some patients still experience a poor

outcome.

The usefulness and efficacy of steroids in the treat-

ment of HSE has been under discussion for years and

is still a matter of controversy. The GACHE Study

currently ongoing in Germany, Austria and The

Netherlands is expected to provide answers in the

near future [11].

We report the clinical profiles of the case-patients

identified with HSE and the management of ACV

therapy in a prospective study on infectious encepha-

litis conducted in France in 2007 [12]. The manage-

ment of ACV treatment is described and discussed

with regard to the aetiological diagnosis of patients

included in the study, and experts’ and manu-

facturers’ recommendations.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

A prospective study was designed to assess the aeti-

ology of infectious encephalitis in France. The case

definition of acute encephalitis was a patient aged

o28 days, hospitalized in mainland France in 2007

with (1) an acute onset of illness, (2) at least one ab-

normal result in the CSF (white blood cell count o4

cells/mm3 or protein level o40 mg/dl), (3) fever or

recent history of fever o38 xC, and (4) decreased

consciousness or seizures or altered mental status or

focal neurological signs. The protocol for laboratory

investigation and aetiology of encephalitis in enrolled

case-patients has been described previously [12].

A case of HSE was defined as a patient with HSV

DNA detected in the CSF by PCR. If a negative PCR

was obtained on a CSF sample taken before day 4 of

neurological symptoms, it was strongly recommended

to test a further CSF sample for HSV DNA taken

on day 4 or later, unless a second lumbar puncture

(LP) was contraindicated. The clinical and laboratory

diagnostic features and the management of HSE

case-patients were also described. HSE patients were

divided into poor vs. favourable outcome groups.

A favourable outcome was defined by the absence of

major impairment on discharge or a Rankin test score

<3 one month after discharge. A poor outcome was

defined by death, discharge to a long-term facility,

major impairment or a Rankin test score o3. Both

groups were compared with regard to the received

treatment in univariate and multivariate analyses.

The univariate relationship between outcome and

ACV dose or duration were measured using x2 test for

categorical data or Student’s t test for continuous

variables. Because it had been previously demon-

strated that outcome was associated with the delay

between onset of symptoms and the start of ACV

treatment [7], this variable was added to the logistic

regression model, as well as age and the presence

of comorbidities. The univariate and multivariate

analyses were performed using Stata v. 11 (Stata

Corporation, USA).

The decision criteria for continuing or discontinu-

ing the ACV treatment were described for all case-

patients enrolled in the study, with or without HSE,

with reference to the timeliness of LP and to the

results of HSV DNA detection in CSF samples.

A positive HSV PCR in CSF was considered to be

reliable without considering the timing of the LP.

Assuming the HSV DNA detection by PCR in CSF

samples was fully validated at each run, and good

laboratory practice was observed for all patients and

samples, a negative PCR was considered questionable

if the CSF sample was obtained before day 4 or after

day 10 of onset of neurological symptoms. A negative

PCR was considered reliable if the CSF sample had

been obtained between days 4 and 10 of neurological

signs.

Informed consent was obtained from all patients or

from their parents for children aged <18 years.

According to French regulations, written informed

consent could be obtained from the relative respon-

sible for legal matters, or from the attending physician

for patients unable to give consent due to the severity

of their illness. However, this consent had to be con-

firmed by the patient once able to do so. The study

was approved by the ethics committee of Grenoble

(no. 172003).

RESULTS

Demography

Fifty-five (22%) of the 253 case-patients enrolled

in the study had a diagnosis of HSE, 76 (30%) had an

alternative diagnosis and the aetiology was unknown

in 122 (48%).

All HSE patients but one were adult (median age

58 years, range 1 month to 85 years), and 31 (56%)

were male. Seventeen (31%) reported comorbidities :

four had cancer, one systemic lupus erythematosus,
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one congestive cardiac failure, three bipolar disorders

and one senile dementia.

Clinical features (Table 1)

Twenty-six HSE patients (47%) were hospitalized

on the first day of neurological symptoms, and four

patients were hospitalized o5 days after symptom

onset. On admission, 48 (87%) presented with fever

(range 38.5–40.4 xC), all had altered mental status and

nine (16%) required mechanical ventilation. On day 5

after admission, 30/54 (56%) surviving HSE patients

still had fever, 41 (76%) still had altered mental status

and nine (17%) required mechanical ventilation. All

HSE patients had a positive HSV PCR on their first

CSF sample: 42 (76%) were infected with HSV type

1, three (5%) with HSV type 2 and 10 (18%) with

HSV of undetermined type.

Imaging

Fifty HSE patients (91%) had a CT scan on ad-

mission after a median duration of neurological symp-

toms of 1 day (range 0–10 days), and 40 (71%) had an

MRI after a median duration of 3 days (range 0–10

days).

Altogether, 24 (48%) HSE patients had an abnor-

mal CT scan and 38 (95%) had an abnormal MRI.

Thirty-six HSE patients had both a MRI and a CT

scan, 15 (42%) of which were concordant. MRI re-

vealed lesions in 21 HSE patients with normal CT

scan results. Lesions were most frequently temporal

(n=48, 87%) or frontal (n=16, 29%) (Table 2).

Fifteen (27%) HSE patients had lesions involving

several lobes of the brain, 14 of which had a temporal

lesion.

A 71 year-old HSE patient had a normal CT scan

and a normal MRI. He presented with high fever

(40 xC) and a mild disease that improved quickly. He

was discharged on day 17.

Outcome

Three (5%) HSE patients died:

. An 80-year-old man with malignant haemopathy

and chronic respiratory failure died on day 4 of

hospitalization with septic shock

Table 1. Clinical features of HSE patients on admission and on day 5 of

hospitalization, France 2007

Clinical signs

On admission

(n=55)

On day 5

(n=54)*

Fever 48 (87%) 30 (56%)
Altered mental status 55 (100%) 41 (76%)
Aggressiveness# 4 (7%) 1 (2%)

Disorientation# 47 (87%) 31 (58%)
Apathy 26 (47%) 15 (28%)
Agitation 12 (22%) 7 (13%)

Confusion# 37 (69%) 23 (43%)
Speech disorders# 14 (26%) 9 (17%)
Spatial neglect# 1 (2%) 1 (2%)

Hallucinations# 7 (13%) 0

Seizures 19 (35%) 3 (6%)
Focal neurological signs 15 (27%) 14 (26%)
Involuntary abnormal movements# 2 (4%) 0
Cranial nerves impairment 6 (11%) 2 (4%)

Decreased consciousness 13 (24%) 11 (20%)
Coma (not drug induced) 2 (4%) 3 (6%)
Meningism 14 (25%) 3 (6%)

Mechanical ventilation 9 (16%) 9 (17%)

* A HSE patient died between admission and day 5.
# The percentage for these symptoms is calculated in 54 adult HSE patients in the
first column and 53 adult HSE patients in the second column, as they are not

relevant for the 1-month old child. This young patient had a recent history of
rhinitis and cough, and he presented with high fever, decreased response to stimuli
followed by seizures and respiratory distress.
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. A 76-year-old man with ongoing prostatic cancer

was found unconscious at home 2 days after failing

to return phone calls. Awake but with decreased

consciousness, he had temporal hyperintensity in

T2-FLAIR MRI on admission. On day 4, he pre-

sented with complete absence of brainstem reflexes

and cardiac arrest. He was resuscitated but died on

day 11.

. A 49-year-old man with a history of cavernous

sinus epidermoid carcinoma. He was admitted on

the first day of neurological signs and was in a coma

on day 5. He died on day 91 from a nosocomial

infection.

Twenty-four (44%) patients were discharged home;

20 (36%) went to a convalescence facility; three (5%)

to a long-term facility; two (4%) to a nursing home;

one was admitted to another ward for management

of a pre-existing bipolar disorder ; one was transferred

to a hospital in his native country; and one was lost to

follow-up.

Of the 52 surviving patients, four (8%) were con-

sidered to have made a good recovery and 48 (92%)

were discharged with persistent neurological symp-

toms: memory impairment (n=31) ; speech disorders

(n=18); cognitive impairment (n=15) ; disorientation

(n=11); focal neurological signs (n=8); dysexecutive

syndrome (n=3); disinhibition (n=2) ; perseveration

(n=2); and hallucinations or aggressiveness or de-

lusion (n=1 for each). Altogether, 26 (47%) HSE

patients had a poor outcome and 29 (53%) had

a favourable outcome. The outcome was not

significantly associatedwith the dosage or the duration

of ACV treatment, with or without adjustment for

comorbidities, age and time between neurological

onset and first LP/start of ACV (see below) (Table 3).

Management of ACV

All 253 encephalitis case-patients had a HSV PCR on

admission. In all patients, ACV was initiated on the

same day as the LP on which the HSV PCR was per-

formed. The median time from onset of neurological

signs to HSV PCR and ACV treatment was 2 days

(range 0–10 days) in HSE patients and 1 day (range

0–16 days) in non-HSE case-patients.

Ten (18%) HSE patients were given a 2-week

course of ACV, 42 (76%) a 3-week course of ACV

and one received two courses of 21 days each due to a

clinical relapse. Two patients died during treatment

and therefore received incomplete courses of 4 and

11 days.

Information on the dosage of ACV prescribed was

available for 45 (83%) adult HSE patients : 25 (53%)

received 10 mg/kg t.i.d. and 22 (47%) received

15 mg/kg t.i.d. The 1-month-old HSE patient received

20 mg/kg t.i.d.

Of the non-HSE encephalitis case-patients, 20 had

varicella-zoster virus (VZV) encephalitis and received

ACV treatment according to experts’ and manu-

facturers’ recommendations.

Altogether, 71 non-HSV non-VZV encephalitis

case-patients received a treatment that did not fit with

the recommendations (Fig. 1). Of these :

. Thirty-one (44%) received a full course of ACV

(2 or 3 weeks) despite negative PCR results from

a CSF sample taken between days 4 and 10 after

onset of neurological signs.

. Seven (10%) encephalitis case-patients with an

alternative diagnosis received ACV after the assess-

ment of the aetiological diagnosis.

No renal failure occurred in the 31 encephalitis

patients with a full course of ACV despite reliable

negative results or in the seven encephalitis patients

with an alternative diagnosis.

. Thirty-three (46%) received ACV courses of

shorter duration than recommended in the inter-

national literature (<2 weeks) despite HSV PCR

being performed on CSF that might have given a

false-negative result due to the LP being performed

at an early time-point (Fig. 1). None of these 33

patients died during their hospital stay.

Table 2. Distribution of brain lesions of HSE patients

on MRI and CT scan, France 2007

Anatomical distribution

of lesions

No. of patients

(n=55)

Frontal lobe 16 (29%)
Temporal lobe 48 (87%)
Parietal lobe 2 (4%)

Cingulate gyrus 2 (4%)
hippocampus/ 2 (4%)
amygdala 1 (2%)

Bilateral lesions 15 (27%)
Diffuse lesions of all cortex 2 (4%)
Oedema 10 (18%)

Bleeding 4 (8%)
No abnormalities* 1 (2%)

Most patients had more than one lesion.
* This patient had a normal CT scan and MRI, but tem-
poral abnormal activity on EEG.
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DISCUSSION

Our study differed from previous reports, due to its

prospective design and the inclusion of HSE patients

over a short 12-month time period. Consequently

comparisons drawn between patients were less sus-

ceptible to variations in management and the per-

formance of diagnostic tools due this short inclusion

period. However, we can not be sure that our results

are representative of the usual management of HSE

patients and ACV in France, as the awareness and

practice of the investigators might have been influ-

enced by the study being performed.

Our case definition referred to HSV DNA detection

by PCR in CSF only. Although this test has proven

high sensitivity and specificity, these are not 100%

and some cases might still be misclassified. However,

we are confident that we did not misclassify false-

positive cases considering the convergence of clinical

signs and imaging results with HSV PCR results. It

has been hypothesized that the use of ACV might be

responsible for the elevation of the HSV DNA in CSF

after a few days of treatment [13]. In our study, all

cases were diagnosed by a positive PCR performed on

the CSF taken on admission. The timeliness of the LP

makes it highly improbable that ACV might have in-

fluenced the result of the PCR for both HSE and non-

HSE patients. HSE patients with an initial normal

CSF might not have fitted the case definition and

therefore not been enrolled if later CSF samples

had not been collected and analysed. However, un-

diagnosed HSE patients might have experienced

severe complications leading to a late diagnosis

(especially extensive necrosis of the cerebral cortex).

However, the case definition was designed for this

study and might be too specific for the management

of patients in everyday life. For example, fever might

be absent due to the self-prescription of antipyretic

drugs. By contrast, no imaging criteria were used in

our study because the imaging devices were not com-

parable in all hospitals enrolling patients (MRI or

scan, more or less recent devices). However, the indi-

vidual management of encephalitis is likely to take

into account the results of CT scan or MRI in sus-

pected HSE.

Some cases enrolled in our study with no aetio-

logical diagnosis could have been HSE patients with

false-negative HSV PCR results (inappropriate timing

of CSF sampling). Some patients were prescribed a

full course of ACV and therefore a possible false-

negative result may have had few or no consequences.

On the contrary, 33 encephalitis patients received a

shorter course of ACV than recommended despite the

questionable reliability of the negative PCR. If these

33 patients had had an undiagnosed HSE, and as-

suming that the CFR observed in the absence of

treatment (70% [6]) is the same with non-sufficient

ACV treatment, an average of 23 deaths would have

been expected. None died or were discharged with

major sequelae, making it unlikely that they were

undiagnosed HSE patients. Moreover, the complete

set of data was examined for each enrolled patient at

the end of the inclusion period by a panel of experts

on the Steering Committee. Of the patients of un-

known aetiology, none had clinical signs and imaging

consistent with HSE. However, because unusual

Table 3. Univariate and multivariate association between age, acyclovir (ACV) treatment and comorbidities with

the outcome of adult HSE patients, France 2007

Variable

Favourable

outcome
(n=28)

Poor

outcome
(n=24)*

Univariate
OR (95% CI)

Univariate
P

Multivariate
OR (95% CI)

Multivariate
P

Age (years), (mean, range) 49 (18–74) 64 (47–85) 1.09 (1.03–1.15) 0.002 1.09 (1.03–1.16) 0.005
Comorbidities 8 (29%) 7 (29%) 1.09 (0.33–3.66) 0.88 1.51 (0.33–7.00) 0.60

ACV dosage# 15 (54%) 10 (38%) 0.63 (0.19–2.03) 0.44 0.92 (0.18–4.61) 0.92
ACV duration (mean, range) 20 (14–28) 21 (14–42) 1.06 (0.92–1.23) 0.42 1.01 (0.86–1.20) 0.88
Duration in days between

onset of neurological symptoms
and LP/start of ACV treatment
(mean, range)

1 (0–10) 3 (0–8) 1.25 (0.98–1.60) 0.07 1.19 (0.91–1.56) 0.21

* Two patients who died before the end of treatment (at day 4 and day 11, respectively) are excluded from this analysis.

# 10 mg/kg t.i.d. vs. 15 mg/kg t.i.d. The number of cases and percentages are given for the 10 mg/kg t.i.d. treatment.
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presentations are possible although rare, performing a

HSV PCR on a later, second sample could still be

recommended if the timing of the first LP might lead

to an unreliable result.

In our study, most courses of ACV were longer

than the 10 days recommended in the marketing

recommendations. Clinical trials have demonstrated

ACV to have a better efficacy than vidarabine [14, 15],

but no trial has been designed to assess the dosage of

ACV or the duration of treatment. The professional

consensus is that a prescription shorter than 14 days

increases the risk of relapse, and that ACV should be

253 encephalitis patients

55 HSV encephalitis
and

20 VZV encephalitis
→ Required and

received ACV treatment

56 encephalitis
 patients with an 

alternative aetiological
diagnosis

122 encephalitis
 patients with no

aetiological diagnosis

49 encephalitis patients
with duration of ACV

course compatible with
the time needed to

obtain the diagnosis

78 encephalitis 
patients with a later
CSF sample tested

for HSV

52 encephalitis 
patients with a 2nd

CSF sample
taken between 

day 4 and day 10 
of symptoms

26 encephalitis 
patients with a 

2nd CSF 
sample taken

before day 4 or
after day 10

35 encephalitis patients with 
duration of ACV course

compatible with the time
needed to obtain a second
negative HSV PCR with a 

good timing†

35 encephalitis 
patients 

with recommended
ACV course of 2
weeks (n=4) or 3

weeks (n=4)

18 encephalitis patients 
with ACV course 

shorter than 2
weeks despite bad

timing for HSV
PCR‡

15 encephalitis patients with 
ACV course shorter than 2

weeks despite bad timing for
HSV PCR*

17 encephalitis
patients with

complete ACV 
course of  2 weeks
(n=10) or 3 weeks 
(n=7) despite good
timing for HSV PCR

5 encephalitis patients with 
recommended ACV course of 2
weeks (n=1) or 3 weeks (n=4)*

20 encephalitis 
patients with no later
PCR tested for HSV

10 encephalitis patients
with duration of ACV 

course compatible with 
the time needed to 
obtain the diagnosis

14 encephalitis patients with 
complete ACV course of 2

weeks (n=6) or 3 weeks (n =8)
despite good timing for HSV

PCR*

7 encephalitis patients
with an ACV course 

beyond the assessment
of the alternative

diagnosis

98 encephalitis patients
with a negative HSV PCR
on a CSF sample taken

before day 4 of symptoms

24 encephalitis patients
with a negative HSV PCR
on a CSF sample taken

after day 4 of symptoms

Fig. 1. Acyclovir (ACV) management in encephalitis patients with HSE and non-HSV varicella-zoster virus (VZV) en-
cephalitis. * None received the 10-day ACV course recommended in the product licence. # Of these, five patients received
exactly 10 days of ACV treatment. $Of these, two patients received a 10-day course of ACV that might have been compatible

with the product licence.
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administered for 14–21 days [9]. HSE relapses have

been described in neonates and children [1], but only a

few cases were reported in adults treated with ACV

(Table 4). These publications, although valuable, are

not comparable to a clinical trial. Moreover, they do

not mention all factors considered to influence the

outcome, for example coma on admission or the

time between neurological onset and the beginning of

the ACV course. Finally, only two of these papers

reported studying HSE relapses [21, 25].

To avoid relapses, some authors recommend per-

forming a final HSV PCR on CSF at the end of the

treatment period [26]. The practice of performing an

uncomfortable LP at the end of therapy in patients

with clinical improvement is questionable, and no

evaluation of the interpretation of a final PCR has

been undertaken. Moreover, besides persistent viral

replication, immune or inflammatory mechanisms

have been identified as a cause of relapse in HSE,

with no evidence of any effect of ACV on these non-

infectious processes [25].

In our study, one adult HSE patient had a relapse

of neurological signs despite an initial 21-day treat-

ment. This patient was treated for another 21 days

with no drug-related complications, then discharged

to a convalescent facility. Currently, this patient still

has a major neurological impairment and has been

unable to resume either professional activity or a

normal social life.

The influence of the delay before ACV is given on

the patient’s prognosis has been demonstrated pre-

viously [7, 11, 27]. In our study, this delay as well as

the duration of treatment and dosage of ACV were

not associated with the outcome, probably because of

lack of power. The duration of treatment might also

be influenced by the evolution of the patient’s con-

dition during treatment. Our study was not designed

to assess the efficacy of ACV treatment, and only a

clinical trial could answer such questions. Besides the

management of patients and their treatment, it has

been suggested that the viral genotype might influence

the severity of the disease and the outcome.

The clinical features of our HSE patients were

consistent with those of former case-series, especially

concerning MRI results [28]. Combining MRI and

CT scans demonstrated lesions in 54/55 (98%) HSE

patients, highlighting the sensitivity of these methods.

The CFR was lower than reported in the literature.

This might be due to early treatment with ACV being

widely used in French hospitals. The recommenda-

tions for early treatment with ACV, before the HSV

PCR result, have been observed in France and abroad

[7, 29, 30]. However, previous French studies on HSE

demonstrated higher mortality [7] but the patients

Table 4. HSE relapses reported in adults (>15 years) following acyclovir (ACV) treatment in the literature

Year of

publication Age (years)

Delayed

prescription

of ACV

Dosage of ACV

prescription

before relapse

Duration of ACV

prescription

before relapse

Outcome

after the

relapse Comments Ref.

1983 40 8 days 2.2 g/day 8 days [16]

1987 3 adults,

age unknown

Unknown 10 mg/kg t.i.d. 10 days 1 death,

2 recoveries

Dexamethasone

given after relapse

[17]

1988 58 Unknown Unknown 10 days Good [18]

1988 67 No 10 mg/kg t.i.d. 10 days Death [19]

1990 64 1st and 2nd

episode

not treated

1500 mg/d

on 3rd episode

Unknown Good 4 episodes in total :

no treatment on

the first 2 episodes,

treatment on 3rd

and 4th episode

[20]

1992 17 6 days Unknown 10 days Sequelae [21]

2000 16 No After successful completion of ACV therapy Mild sequelae [22]

2003 61 No 10 mg/kg t.i.d. 14 days Death [23]

2003 27 Unknown 10 mg/kg t.i.d. 15 days Good HSV 2 [24]

2006 4 adults aged

67, 67, 71 and

26 years

Unknown 10–15 mg/kg t.i.d. 11, 12, 20 and

21 days, respectively

Moderate to

severe

sequelae

The case aged

26 years was

initially treated

7 days after onset

[25]
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were mainly admitted to intensive-care units (ICUs)

and those series were restrospective, involving

patients whom had been diagnosed in 1991.

Another explanation for the low CFR in our study

might be the enrolment of patients in first-line hospi-

tals, as well as university hospitals. Patients enrolled

in first-line hospitals and not transferred to second- or

third-line hospitals might have had a less severe ill-

ness. Clinicians should be aware of such unusually

mild presentations, as they also require close medical

attention in order to avoid disease progression.

Moreover, previous papers might have enrolled

patients mainly hospitalized in ICUs, or some in-

vestigators might have included more severe forms of

HSE as the management of mild cases was easier.

In our study, two of the three HSE patients who died

had ongoing cancer, making it difficult to fully at-

tribute their death to HSE. Most publications report

an average CFR of 14–20% after various delays from

1 month to 1 year [1, 7, 8, 11]. In our study, death was

reported only during the hospitalization for the acute

episode. Some patients might have died since they

were discharged from hospital, from causes directly or

indirectly linked with their encephalitis. Consequently

the CFR observed in our study might be under-

estimated.

However, HSE can have serious long-term conse-

quences in surviving patients for whom resumption

of their former life is sometimes impossible due

to psychological reasons [31]. Most of our studied

HSE patients were not considered cured on discharge.

Memory impairment and dysexecutive syndrome

were the most frequent persisting symptoms. These

sequelae require long-term follow-up, sometimes but

not always with measurable improvement.

CONCLUSION

We identified 55 HSE patients in France during a

1-year period, with a very low CFR despite clinical

presentations ranging from mild disease to severe

features requiring hospitalization in ICUs. Our find-

ings suggested good management of confirmed HSE

patients in France. ACV should always be started as

soon as possible in patients with encephalitis, even if

the presentation is not typical of HSE. Because the

reliability of a HSV PCR result on a CSF sample

collected early on admission to hospital is question-

able, and a LP is not a life-threatening procedure, a

PCR should always be performed after 4 days of

symptoms. The treatment has to be administered for

at least 2 weeks at a sufficient dosage. However, after

the acute episode, special attention should be given to

patients and the relatives caring for them who are

discharged with subacute persisting symptoms that no

longer require hospitalization.
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